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BRAND ELEMENTS About the Seagate Brand Guide

The purpose of this document is to provide general guidelines for the proper usage 
of all of Seagate’s brand elements. It’s a campaign-agnostic approach that, like 
everything we do, is grounded in our brand strategy and positioning. Whether we’re 
talking to IT professionals, start-ups or tech-savvy consumers, our brand idea 
defines that data is alive and Seagate helps make it safe, shareable and instantly 
accessible. The idea of living is central to our brand look and feel—from our logo 
to the color palette, to our photography, to the tone of our web copy—everything 
should feel current, present and alive.
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BRAND ELEMENTS The Seagate Story

DATA IS ALIVE
People like to create, collect and consume. It’s in our nature. It’s part of what it 
means to be human. It’s these things we’d like to keep close, and which inspire 
our ideas and innovations and foster our memories. Seagate gives people peace of 
mind. What matters to them is safe and available. They can hold on to them, relive 
them and have access to them anytime, anywhere. 

It’s not just petabytes of data that Seagate stores: It’s our libraries and our 
memories. It’s us. Ideas are inherently organic. They are constantly growing.  
They are never asleep. They are alive.

A LEGACY OF LEADERSHIP
Seagate has been a storage leader from the beginning. Our dedication to customers 
and our relationships with OEMs and retailers have made Seagate a trusted source 
for protecting the world’s information. We now need to build on this foundation of 
innovation and success.

The truth is, as technology has exploded, storage has consolidated. Although 
Seagate continues to lead, the new challenge is in how people view storage. By 
its nature, storage is backward facing, stuck in the past, quickly forgotten. Now 
it’s time to reframe storage on our terms. In order to become the most inspiring 
brand that handles the world’s vital information, we need to bring to life what makes 
Seagate special.
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BRAND POSITIONING
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Seagate Brand VisionBRAND POSITIONING

CREATING SPACE FOR THE HUMAN EXPERIENCE 
Everything we do is geared toward making storage matter. To do just that, what if 
Seagate could get every company and person to look at storage differently? Data 
isn’t something you put away, it’s the key to any company’s success. Data makes 
solving big problems possible. Data is a company’s most valuable asset. 

Data is living information that should be safe and instantly accessible. And data is 
also people’s memories and experiences. Memories and experiences are the things 
we want to access because they are what matter most to us. By becoming a brand 
that looks after something so vital, alive and organic, Seagate becomes a brand 
that matters.
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Brand StewardshipBRAND POSITIONING

As individual contributors, we are constantly informed and affected by personal 
interactions, expectations, thoughts, feelings, perceptions, experiences, beliefs and 
attitudes. This dynamic clearly makes for a creative and exciting work environment, 
especially when combined with our respective talents and expertise. Even so, we 
must recognize a set of guidelines which allow us, as a team, to strengthen and 
extend our brand vision through consistent and thoughtful brand stewardship.

Anyone who works on or touches any aspect of the Seagate brand must answer, 
and periodically revisit, two fundamental questions:

“What does the Seagate brand stand for?” and 
“How does the work I do enrich and energize our brand?”

Thereafter, all tactical and strategic executions should lead to better quality and 
representation of Seagate to the world. Our efforts will be much more impactful and 
rewarding as a result, since they will always reflect back onto the brand.

Moving forward we’ll provide the tools, training and inspiration to facilitate all of 
this, and a way to align to and participate with our regional and corporate efforts 
worldwide. 
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Seagate Brand VoiceBRAND POSITIONING

MESSAGING FRAMEWORK
From IT pros (CTOs/CIOs) and SMBs, to the ecosystem of tech disruptors (start-
ups) and tech trailblazers, we offer our customers a range of industry-leading 
storage products and services designed to meet specific needs and business 
requirements, as well as the ever-growing storage needs of the broader technology 
and consumer markets. Understanding our audience (personas) creates the 
foundation for effective overall brand strategy, messaging and design. 

Brand Vision Seagate is creating space for the human experience

Brand Idea Data Is Alive

B2B

IT Pros
(CTO/CIO)

Data is a company’s most valuable asset. It informs decisions and drives growth. Everything we do and create brings data to life so companies can innovate, collaborate 
and grow. We see data as living information that should be safe and accessible instantly—from anywhere—not something to just be stored away.

SMBs Data and technology drive a company’s success. Everything we do and create brings data to life so companies can be more productive and differentiated. We see data 
as living information that should be safe and accessible instantly—from anywhere—to help companies grow.

Ecosystem of 
Tech Disruptors
(Start-ups)

Data and technology drive a company’s success. Everything we do and create brings data to life so companies can be more productive and differentiated. We see data 
as living information that should be safe and accessible instantly—from anywhere—to help companies grow.

B2C
Tech Trailblazers Data makes up our memories and experiences. Data tells the story of our past, informs our present and holds the keys to our future. We see data as our own living 

information that should be safe, accessible and shareable instantly—not something to just be stored away.
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PersonasBRAND POSITIONING

B2B CUSTOMER PERSONAS

JAI System Builder 
IT Pro

ASH Cloud Builder, Data Center Manager 
IT Pro

RAJ Enterprise IT Decider 
IT Pro

STEVE Security System Integrator 
IT Pro

Product 
Interests

Business Storage, NAS Drives HDD, SSD Enterprise and Kinetic Open Source Laptop, Desktop and Enterprise SSHD, HDD, SED, 
Kinetic Open Source Platform

Video and Enterprise Capacity 3.5 Drives

What 
Content 
Customer 
Seeks Online

Jai is consuming content like how-to videos, in-
depth product reviews/demos, technology primers 
and analyst research to make the best tech 
decisions and recommendations.

Ash is consuming content like how-to videos, in-
depth product reviews/demos, technology primers 
and analyst research to make the best tech 
decisions and recommendations.

Raj is primarily seeking technology news and 
trends in the form of articles, videos like first-
look product overviews, case studies and analyst 
research.

Steve primarily reads white papers and articles/
reviews in industry publications for insights on 
technology.

Where 
Customer 
Seeks 
Content 
Online

Forum discussions, price deals and peer reviews 
on sites like Amazon, and tech review sites like: 

• GigaOm 

• ZDNet.com 

• CNET 

• IT News 

• PC World 

• TheRegister

Technology forums and articles, business and tech 
news, and peer and expert reviews on sites like:

• Infoworld.com 

• PCWorld 

• CNET

Business, news, current events and tech on sites 
such as: 

• Forbes 

• CIO 

• TechCrunch 

• FastCompany 

• NYTimes

Security blogs, forums and communities that 
discuss products, DIY advice and troubleshooting, 
and security and tech sites like: 

• Security-Today.com 

• SecuritySales.com 

• asmag.com 

• TechCrunch 

• Gizmodo 

• GigaOm 

• commercialintegrator.com

Product 
Influences

When purchasing a data storage device, the 
following are top priorities:

• Tech support 

• Ease of use 

• Set-up

When purchasing a data storage device, the 
following are top priorities:

• Data security 

• Efficiency 

• Reliability 

• Cost 

• Capacity

When purchasing a data storage device, the 
following are top priorities: 

• Reliability 

• Cost

When purchasing a data storage device, the 
following are top priorities:

• Reliability 

• Capacity
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PersonasBRAND POSITIONING

B2B CUSTOMER PERSONAS CONTINUED

ISAAC IT Staff, Business Storage 
IT Pro

CONNOR IT Executive 
IT Pro

FRANK Tech Entrepreneur 
Tech Disruptor

Product 
Interests

Business Storage Business Storage, External Storage Business Storage

What 
Content 
Customer 
Seeks Online

Isaac is consuming content like how-to videos, 
in-depth product reviews/demos, technology 
primers and analyst research to make the best tech 
decisions and recommendations.

Connor is primarily seeking technology news and 
trends in the form of articles, videos like first-look 
product overviews and case studies.

Frank is primarily seeking technology news and 
trends in the form of articles, videos like first-
look product overviews, case studies and analyst 
research.

Where 
Customer 
Seeks 
Content 
Online

Tech and gaming forums, tech review and news 
sites like:

• GigaOm 

• TechCrunch 

• TechnologyReview.com 

• VentureBeat 

• NYTimes 

• WSJ 

• ARStechnica 

• TheNextWeb

Professional leadership blogs and business sites 
like: 

• CNBC 

• Inc. 

• HBR 

• Forbes 

• NYTimes  

Peer reviews, tech forums and tech sites like: 

• Wired 

• ZDNet 

• CiteWorld

Frank looks for potential partnerships and startup 
news through networking groups and social media 
like LinkedIn and Google+. He reads news and 
tech outlets like:

• ReCode 

• WSJ 

• ZDNet 

• Forbes 

• Inc. 

• Business Insider 

• TechCrunch 

• Mashable 

• The Verge 

• Gartner

Product 
Influences

When purchasing a data storage device, the 
following are top priorities:

• Speed 

• Versatility

When purchasing a data storage device, the 
following are top priorities: 

• Performance 

• Ease of use 

• Cost

When purchasing a data storage device, the 
following are top priorities:

• Speed 

• Versatility
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PersonasBRAND POSITIONING

B2C CUSTOMER PERSONAS

BRAD Tech Trailblazer 
Tech Trailblazer

STACEY Social Shutterbug 
Tech Trailblazer

Product 
Interests

Business Storage (prosumer), BUP Fast, Rescue External Storage, Rescue

What 
Content 
Customer 
Seeks Online

Brad primarily seeks articles/reviews for insights 
on technology.

Stacey primarily seeks articles/reviews for insights 
on technology.

Where 
Customer 
Seeks 
Content 
Online

Tech news and reviews from sites like:

• Mashable 

• TechCrunch 

• WSJ 

• CNET 

• Engadget 

• Wired  

Engages on social sites like: 

• Kickstarter 

• Facebook 

• Twitter 

• YouTube

Stacey frequents social media and most frequently 
uses Facebook. She also visits news and pop 
culture sites like: 

• NYTimes 

• Huffington Post 

• BuzzFeed

Product 
Influences

When purchasing a data storage device, the 
following are top priorities:

• Speed 

• Compatibility 

• Cost

When purchasing a data storage device, the 
following are top priorities:

• Ease of use 

• Compatibility 

• Speed
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Seagate PersonalityBRAND POSITIONING

Seagate’s brand personality is intrinsic to the brand; it will be communicated to our 
internal and external teams to illustrate and promote a common understanding of 
who Seagate is, and how Seagate and designated creative agency teams should 
represent the Seagate brand.

Example 

Tesla continues to 
create the car of the 
future while not losing 
sight of the fact that 
it must also be fun to 
drive.

Example 

The Nest thermostat 
learns how you like 
to warm or cool your 
house and begins to 
set itself based on 
your behaviors and 
preferences.

Example 

Give an iPhone to a 
toddler, and see how 
easily they begin to 
explore and use it 
without direction from 
an adult.

Example

Michelin convinced 
us, starting in the mid-
80s, to trust them. By 
offering a high-quality 
product, auto tires, and 
reminding us that “so 
much is riding on your 
tires,” they became one 
of the most trustworthy 
companies ever.

Example 

A GoPro camera 
captures the most 
incredible feats of 
adventure by always 
being along for the ride.

Example 

Ray-Ban Wayfarer 
sunglasses have been 
around for 70 years 
and have evolved just 
slightly to continuously 
remain a part of the 
modern wardrobe.

FORWARD 
With a constant desire 
to progress and evolve, 
Seagate reaches for 
solutions just beyond 
what’s possible and 
makes them available to 
everyone. By creating 
this sense of possibility 
in all we do, everyone is 
inspired to seek what’s 
just ahead.

HUMAN
To connect with people, 
everything Seagate 
creates is approachable 
and intuitive on some 
level. That is, it can 
be picked up, held 
and explored without 
much explanation or 
guidance. Our focus 
is to create things that 
are thoughtful in their 
design and responsive 
to how people use 
them and how they fit in 
people’s lives. 

INTELLIGENT
From form to function, 
all Seagate designs 
must be thoughtfully 
considered. We 
achieve this by distilling 
complex concepts into 
easily understandable 
ideas, making them 
feel instinctive. It’s 
also how Seagate 
approaches challenges: 
by looking at things 
differently and coming 
up with inventive and 
compelling solutions. 

TRUSTED
For over 30 years, 
Seagate has stored and 
protected the digital 
assets of individuals 
and corporations alike. 
We have earned trust 
through the quality 
and reliability of our 
technology and through 
our customer-centric 
approach in all areas of 
our business.

LIVING
Seagate has the ability 
to change and evolve 
based on the situation 
it’s in. By doing so, 
we never sit still and 
continually find new 
ways to be part of 
the experience. This 
is achieved by doing 
things that are useful for 
the people around us. 

MODERN
Being modern means 
staying relevant and 
interesting. Seagate 
remains fresh and 
relevant in people’s lives 
by doing things that 
are unexpected and 
interesting. Our ability 
to remain a part of the 
broader technology 
conversation will give us 
a place in the broader 
culture as well.
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Seagate Design PrinciplesBRAND POSITIONING

The Seagate personality, in turn, translates into key design principles which will help 
govern all projects and deliverables—from conception to delivery. 

In form and content, all projects and deliverables will be: 

SIMPLE AND INTUITIVE 
From collateral to presentations, to videos, to landing pages and beyond, all 
Seagate communications should reflect a simple, refined aesthetic. Stay away from 
using overly complicated visuals, interactions and animations. Invite users to focus 
on key messages or the tasks at hand. Only include elements that will help, not 
hinder—or worse, lose—focus.

CLEAN
Don’t clutter. Layouts should have appropriate visual spacing. Be comfortable with 
white space as resting space for the eyes, but be mindful how much the user will 
need to scroll. On any given layout, make sure there is clear visual hierarchy. Make 
sure headlines, visuals and copy quickly and simply reinforce our message.

CONCISE AND COMPELLING
Seagate’s brand voice complements and enhances all visual designs. Copy will 
be concise and appropriate to the idea, product or technology under discussion. 
Messaging needs to be compelling, consistent, and help accent the accompanying 
designs, graphics and artwork, and vice versa.

SCANNABLE
Visual images and text should immediately complement each other without 
effort. Along with keeping copy concise, our web pages are easy to read, which 
encourages users to scroll through more content. For example, when designing 
feature rows, consider alternating dark and light background colors.

CONSISTENT
Re-use established patterns and designs to help familiarize our users with our site, 
using brand colors as appropriate. However, do not oversaturate a web layout  
with brand colors because this dilutes the importance of those colors. Specifically, 
colors for Seagate should define functions and shouldn’t be mixed and matched 
without considering how they will interact (remember the Clean principle). 

DELIGHTFUL
Interacting with Seagate should be a compelling experience. Images should be 
designed from a fresh and relevant perspective. Just because much of our site 
caters to B2B customers doesn’t mean our designs should be formulaic. Designs 
should be visually interesting and have a Wow factor. Similarly, copy should be 
engaging, with a smart and friendly tone. User experience should also be satisfying, 
whether we are guiding, assisting, informing, acknowledging or simply providing a 
smile. 

RESPONSIVE
Designing for Seagate means designing for responsive behavior that includes fluid 
grids, concise copy and specific image treatments. This means designing for the 
web should include desktop, tablet and mobile versions. And as a whole, this same 
design sense should also inspire and inform our work in any touchpoint.
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 BRAND ELEMENTS
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BRAND ELEMENTS Seagate Logo

USING THE SEAGATE LOGO 
The Seagate logo is a mark inspired by the world we live in. Its construction has a 
fundamental connection with art, architecture, mathematics, physics, nature and 
science, but most importantly, with our memories. Collectively, memories are what 
we—as individuals—create and hope to preserve for the future.

The company logo is the beacon of Seagate’s brand identity. The integrity of the 
logo must be upheld by not altering its shape, color or proportion. When applying 
the logo, always use artwork supplied by Seagate.

Seagate Logo
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BRAND ELEMENTS Logo Hierarchy

Living
This online experience features real-time data from 
select APIs and is populated with particles that are 
thoughtfully art-directed to express each unique data 
source. 

• Produced and Programed by Seagate Global 
Marketing for specific promotional online events

Dynamic
The Dynamic Logo embodies the Seagate brand and 
the living concept. It is a representation of the Living 
Logo where the animation properties and movement 
of the Living Logo are maintained, but where the 
animation data is not refreshed. 

• Used in any medium by Seagate corporate 
marketing

• Other teams may use the official video bumper 
or animated gif in on-screen applications such as 
PowerPoint or videos only. Do not attempt to build 
a dynamic logo for any application, and it should 
never appear in static media

Static For applications where a flat, static logo is required

• Print/static advertising

• Onscreen advertising when bumper or gif are not 
used

• PowerPoint presentations

• Print collateral

• Signage
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BRAND ELEMENTS Seagate Living Logo

The Living Logo is the primary and preferred option when representing Seagate. It 
is an idea that allows the mark we’ve created to reflect the ever-changing nature 
of the data in our world. In its most simple form, the logo is a vessel to express 
anything data driven in a beautiful, dynamic way, from traffic on Google to traffic on 
whatever street you happen to be on. It can contain all of your photos on Instagram 
or public articles from The New York Times.

Anything that exists in data can be expressed through this logo. The Living Logo 
follows a distinct animation sequence. It contains the constant flow of data particles 
that move into the top left of the logo and out the bottom. The particles or art that 
move inside the logo form are visually flexible but should be formed and visually 
inspired by the data they’re representing.

ANIMATION SAMPLE SEQUENCE

The logo is formed.Pulling in real-time data from a specific API.Intro loading line The copy line animates on. The copy animates off and the Seagate 
logotype animates on.
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BRAND ELEMENTS Seagate Dynamic Logo

The brand’s ideal color combinations are used to produce a signature flow of 
particles that conveys the living aspect of the brand. When the Living Logo cannot 
be used, the Dynamic Logo is recommended to express the Living Logo concept. 
For example, in video bumpers or event signage. And when brand representation 
with the living aspect is desired for other animated venues.
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BRAND ELEMENTS Seagate Static Logo

The logo should only be used as provided and never altered or 
separated from the word “Seagate”.

GREEN, BLACK AND WHITE LOGO VERSIONS 
The green Seagate Logo is the corporate brand mark. Black 
and White are also available for executions that may require a 
single-color logo or where stronger contrast is needed.

CONSTRUCTION 

Preferred Logo Lockup 

Logo mark and Logotype appear together primarily in this 
construction.

Horizontal logo lockup 

When space is limited and restrictive, an exception can be 
made by using a horizontal version in these formats. Placing 
the logo mark to the left of the logotype is preferred.

c0 m0 y0 k100 

r0 g0 b0

c61 m0 y96 k0 

r108 g192 b73 

When the Living Logo or Dynamic Logo cannot be used, use 
the Seagate Static Logo. The black version of the Static Logo 
is the hero static color and should be used before the white 
and green versions are considered. The green logo version is 
for very specific, limited corporate use and all potential uses 
should be vetted by Seagate corporate headquarters.

Logo Mark

Logotype

c0 m0 y0 k0 

r255 g255 b255
c17 m15 y12 k43 

r134 g133 b137

x=0.25"
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BRAND ELEMENTS Seagate Static Logo

SCALING THE STATIC LOGO 
The logo and logotype should scale proportionately when enlarged. The logo should 
only be used as provided and never altered or separated from the word “Seagate”.

The minimum clear space: 2x

The minimum size for the 
logotype. The logotype 
should not be minimized 
below 3/4"or readability will 
be lost.

3"  
216 px

2x

2x

x

1" 
72 px

3/4" 
54 px
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BRAND ELEMENTS Seagate Static Logo

REGISTRATION MARK 
The use of the logo and logotype with the registration mark.

Preferred Logo Lockup Horizontal Logo Lockup
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BRAND ELEMENTS Seagate Static Logo—Misuse

Do not show the logo without the 
Seagate logotype.

X

Do not apply gradients to the flat logo 
form. Color gradients only are formed in 
the Living Logo, by the elements of the 
flow in the Living Logo.

X

Do not make the logo disproportionate.

X

Do not outline the logo.

X

Do not apply random colors.

X

Do not flip or mirror the logo mark.

X

Do not apply a drop shadow.

X

Do not place the logo over an image 
that is too busy or cluttered, making 
the logo hard to read.

X

Do not place the logotype above the 
logo mark.

X

Do not change the font of the logotype.

X

Do not make it vertical.

X

Do not place the logo on a background 
color that makes it hard to read and 
unrecognizable.

X

SEAGATE

The integrity of the logo must be upheld by not altering its shape, color or 
proportion. When applying the logo, always use artwork supplied by Seagate.
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BRAND ELEMENTS Color Palette

The Seagate color palette reflects the living aspect of the new Seagate brand 
identity. The colors in the palette were chosen because they are versatile and help 
convey a modern, vibrant and sophisticated tone. 

Each color is strong and confident on its own, and they work well with each other 
in their recommended combinations. Usage for each color is not equal.

The correct usage should enhance communications, help set the focus in a  
layout and allow us to create easily identifiable messaging for a given audience  
or behavior.

The blues and grays are Seagate’s primary colors. When appropriate, users can 
access the secondary palette for more robust and richer experiences.

c15 m11 y11 k37

r147 g149 b151
hex #939597

c88 m0 y40 k0

r0 g176 b172
hex #00B0AC

c61 m0 y96 k0

r110 g190 b74
hex #6EBE49

c6 m16 y100 k0

r242 g205 b19
hex #F2CD13

c17 m81 y5 k0

r204 g84 b152
hex #CC5498

Primary Brand Colors - Primary Palette

Light

 Primary

Dark

Secondary Colors - Extended Palette

c78 m18 y0 k0

r0 g161 b221
hex #00A1DD

c100 m63 y7 k0

r0 g98 b166
hex #0062A6

c17 m15 y12 k43

r134 g133 b137
hex #868589

c20 m18 y14 k51

r117 g116 b120
hex #757478

c100 m43 y56 k25

r0 g95 b97
hex #005F61

c100 m12 y85 k0

r0 g152 b96
hex #009860

c16 m31 y100 k0

r217 g172 b40
hex #D9AC28

c9 m100 y93 k0

r220 g31 b46
hex #DC1F2E

c100 m22 y43 k0

r0 g143 b152
hex #008F98

c86 m0 y78 k0

r0 g174 b110
hex #00AE6E

c2 m26 y100 k0

r248 g190 b21
hex #F8BE15

c29 m99 y26 k2

r179 g33 b113
hex #B32271

c32 m100 y48 k17

r153 g27 b81
hex #991B51

c52 m5 y0 k0

r107 g196 b239
hex #6BC4EF

Seagate Blue Seagate Slate Seagate Red

c0 m77 y76 k0

r241 g97 b70
hex #F16146

c4 m91 y91 k0

r229 g62 b47
hex #E53E2F

Seagate Teal Seagate Green Seagate Yellow Seagate Fuschia

Seagate Extended Color Palette Coated

Primary Palette Secondary Palette

Medium
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BRAND ELEMENTS Color Palette

COLOR THEORY 
The primary palette, containing the medium values, should be used most often in 
order to communicate the brand. The secondary color palette should be accessed 
only to create accents in a layout, the exceptions being when differentiating 
products or creating distinct messaging between categories. A single color should 
not dominate a page but should be used strategically to accentuate a piece  
of communication. 

Light, medium and dark values of each color allow for tonal flexibility. Light and dark 
values can be used to complement and offset the colors in the medium palette. 
We suggest not combining more than one or two colors from the secondary color 
palette, as it might yield off-brand color combinations.

When considering color, a good ratio for color composition would be 70% white/
neutral to 30% color. Be selective and intentional when using color in your designs. 
Allow ample white space to emphasize clarity and legibility in readable areas. Use 
neutral grays and whites for non-interactive text. Use background colors selectively 
to enhance division of information, and use accent colors to emphasize attention 
and interaction. Be critical to the color content in lifestyle photography that needs to 
fit within the overall color composition of a page.

Also, be sure to avoid multiple tones from the light palette or any color 
combinations that come across as pastel.

c15 m11 y11 k37

r147 g149 b151
hex #939597

c88 m0 y40 k0

r0 g176 b172
hex #00B0AC

c61 m0 y96 k0

r110 g190 b74
hex #6EBE49

c6 m16 y100 k0

r242 g205 b19
hex #F2CD13

c17 m81 y5 k0

r204 g84 b152
hex #CC5498

Primary Brand Colors - Primary Palette

Light

 Primary

Dark

Secondary Colors - Extended Palette

c78 m18 y0 k0

r0 g161 b221
hex #00A1DD

c100 m63 y7 k0

r0 g98 b166
hex #0062A6

c17 m15 y12 k43

r134 g133 b137
hex #868589

c20 m18 y14 k51

r117 g116 b120
hex #757478

c100 m43 y56 k25

r0 g95 b97
hex #005F61

c100 m12 y85 k0

r0 g152 b96
hex #009860

c16 m31 y100 k0

r217 g172 b40
hex #D9AC28

c9 m100 y93 k0

r220 g31 b46
hex #DC1F2E

c100 m22 y43 k0

r0 g143 b152
hex #008F98

c86 m0 y78 k0

r0 g174 b110
hex #00AE6E

c2 m26 y100 k0

r248 g190 b21
hex #F8BE15

c29 m99 y26 k2

r179 g33 b113
hex #B32271

c32 m100 y48 k17

r153 g27 b81
hex #991B51

c52 m5 y0 k0

r107 g196 b239
hex #6BC4EF

Seagate Blue Seagate Slate Seagate Red

c0 m77 y76 k0

r241 g97 b70
hex #F16146

c4 m91 y91 k0

r229 g62 b47
hex #E53E2F

Seagate Teal Seagate Green Seagate Yellow Seagate Fuschia

Seagate Extended Color Palette Coated

Primary Palette Secondary Palette

Light

Medium

Dark
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BRAND ELEMENTS Product Photography

The product photography should convey the idea of living. The images should 
romance and complement the product form and portray the product as an object  
of beauty and functionality. 

Seagate products are shot to convey the vibrance, energy and arresting beauty 

of natural life. The look is more refined—simple, clean, fresh and optimistic, but 
still pays close attention to detail and texture. Images should not look too cold or 
rendered but rather should exude a sense of warmth and unmistakable presence. 
The products need to be shot more graphically and simply but should maintain their 
inherently unique qualities and richness of detail.
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BRAND ELEMENTS Photography—Lifestyle

Our photography should be bold, vibrant and beautiful. It should celebrate life and 
capture the spirit of what it means to be living. It is vital that these moments feel real 
and that we avoid contrived situations that could undermine the authenticity of the 
brand. The images should be compelling and tell a story without being too literal. 
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BRAND ELEMENTS Photography—Textural and Metaphoric

When selecting photography, imagery should never look staged or contrived.  
It should be natural and in the present, capturing genuine moments. Photography 
assets can be commissioned or stock based. 
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BRAND ELEMENTS Iconography

Our iconography system should be intuitive and friendly as well as functional. It 
should allow the flexibility to serve as simple identification to swipeable navigation.

The Seagate icon library is a modern illustrative system divided into three tiers— 
Utilitarian Icons, Thin-Line Icons, and Illustrative Icons.

Seagate Confidential 6 

New Icon Library 

Utilitarian Icons 

Thin Line Icons 

Illustrative Icons 

UTILITARIAN/THICK-LINE ICONS
Designed for their simple usefulness in identifying items, file types or user actions.

rows  ⚙  ✉  🔎	 👤		 S  🌄
 
THIN-LINE ICONS
Come from a more comprehensive library and are focused on communicating more complex 
features, functionality and navigation in a modern thin-line style.

 
ILLUSTRATIVE ICONS
Used to describe higher-level categories, applications and use-cases; primarily used in conjunction 
with descriptive text or as anchor links within a scrolling web page.
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BRAND ELEMENTS Typography

In order to create a more consistent system of communications, we’ve limited 
the different weights of Helvetica Neue that are allowed. When applying type to 
a particular piece of communication, we strongly advise reducing the amount of 
available font weights and using a select few at one time. 

Using fonts more systematically strengthens familiarity with the brand and helps 
maintain an accessible look and feel, even through various applications.

PRIMARY FONT

Seagate Helvetica Neue Roman

AaBbCc
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BRAND ELEMENTS Typography

CONSIDER THESE WEIGHTS FOR BODY COPY CONSIDER THESE WEIGHTS FOR HEADLINES

Lighter weights can be considered for headlines if the font size is increased proportionately.
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BRAND ELEMENTS Seagate Brand Voice

How we talk about Seagate is fundamental to how our brand is perceived. Our 
voice communicates the personality and the underlying character our customers 
and partners have come to expect. It is critical to be consistent as we both build 
and reinforce the brand in every design and communication. This section serves as 
a guide to establish and enrich that voice.

Our brand voice should reflect our legacy, technological leadership and current 
direction. We can emphasize one over the others, depending on the context and 
audience, but we should always keep them all in mind.

Moreover, our brand voice is confident and experienced as well as human and 
relatable.

STYLE
We value clarity above all, and strive to achieve it with concise prose. We 
generally follow the The Chicago Manual of Style, but strict adherence to any one 
particular style ends there. Occasions will arise when breaking a grammatical 
rule is necessary to deliver the desired impact, particularly in our marketing and 
advertising communications.

TONE
• Conversational, yet professional

• Informative and educational

• Inspiring, empowering and helpful

• Calmly confident

• Passionate and spirited about customers

• Aspirational

Product Solution  
Example How the Tone Works 

Welcome to the Team!

With the Seagate® NAS 2-bay or 4-bay on 
board, your team can spend valuable time 
focused on growing the business and less 
time worrying if critical files are secure or 
accessible. The easy-to-use NAS OS 4 keeps 
the team working in concert, sharing and 
managing their projects like never before and 
from anywhere.

The familiarity expressed in the headline 
characterizes the Seagate product as a new 
team member in the customer’s business. 
The Seagate product is then introduced 
by showing how it can help the customer. 
Additional information about the product 
describes other benefits, but the focus of 
the message does not lose sight of the 
customer’s interests or needs. This is a good 
example of our tone. In particular, how we are 
conversational, yet professional; informative 
and educational.
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STANDARDS
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STANDARDS Collateral

Providing key information about products, services and technologies to a multitude 
of audiences in many languages is a daily occurrence at Seagate. For this reason, 
we designed a comprehensive system that is easily translated while maintaining a 
consistent look and feel.

Data Sheet 
Download template from BP (INDD)

Technology Paper 
Download template from BP (INDD)
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STANDARDS Presentations

MAKE IT CLEAR
Don’t let your message get sidetracked by 
complicated slides. Making your slides busy does not 
make your message interesting or compelling.

LIMIT BULLETS AND TEXT
Your presentation is for your audience. Go easy on the 
bullet points. Your audience can only absorb so much 
information at once. As for text? The best slides may 
actually not have any! 

LIMIT TRANSITIONS AND ANIMATIONS
Use animations and slide transitions in an interesting 
and logical way. Do not throw animation on every 
slide (distracting!) and stick to the most professional 
renderings.

USE HIGH-QUALITY GRAPHICS
Use high-quality graphics and photographs. These are 
readily available online at no cost or for purchase—
just be careful of any copyright issues. Do not stretch 
a graphic to make it fit your layout. You will lose 
resolution. Do not use cheap, stock clip art.

COLOR IS GOOD
Color is emotional, and choosing the right color can 
help increase interest and make a connection with 
your audience. It can also improve retention. Always 
choose colors from the approved Seagate color 
palette and from the Seagate PowerPoint template.

CONSIDER YOUR CHARTS CAREFULLY
Like with bullet points, your audience can only absorb 
so much information at once from charts. Carefully 
consider how much data you need to present.

USE VIDEO
Use video and audio to reinforce concepts with 
concrete examples. Using video in this way promotes 
the way people naturally learn. 

Great slide presentations contain the appropriate 
content arranged in the most efficient, graceful 
manner without superfluous decoration. The Death 
by PowerPoint approach is all too common, yet it is 
not effective. Our presentation template has been 
designed with a variety of page templates and layouts 
adaptable to most presentation needs. It is important 
to have consistency and brand recognition within our 
presentations. Below are some guidelines to help you 
in preparing, designing and delivering a successful 
presentation.
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STANDARDS Online Page Style

The Seagate Style Tile is the overall 
visual look and feel and layout of our 
website. Choice of images, colors, 
buttons, typography and other elements 
must be thoughtfully executed in order 
to provide a consistent experience 
that is responsive across all devices—
desktop, tablet and phone.

Download Homepage Style Tile (PNG/AI)

Download Subcategory Style Tile (PNG/AI) Download Product Detail Style Tile (PNG/AI) Download Store Style Tile (PNG/AI)

https://apps1.seagate.com/cdsso/brandingportal.jsp?locator=1&SearchType=ItemID&DocID=6114
https://apps1.seagate.com/cdsso/brandingbrandingportal.jsp?locator=1&SearchType=ItemID&DocID=6115
https://apps1.seagate.com/cdsso/brandingportal.jsp?locator=1&SearchType=ItemID&DocID=6117
https://apps1.seagate.com/cdsso/brandingportal.jsp?locator=1&SearchType=ItemID&DocID=6116
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STANDARDS Online Grid System and Web Design Breakpoints

LEARN MORE

Seagate NAS Pro
2-Bay, 4-Bay, 6-Bay

SEAGATE NAS PORTFOLIO

Far far away, behind the word mountains, far from the countries Vokalia and Consonan-
tia, there live the blind texts. Separated they live in Bookmarksgrove right at.

Business Storage

©2014 Seagate Technology LLC   |   Legal & Privacy

Site Map About Seagate Partners Careers at Seagate Seagate Social Where to Buy Contact Us

United States (English)

Business Storage 2-Bay NAS

CONFIGURE AND BUY

NAS is an excellent network storage solution, 
available with the latest NAS features you need 
in capacities up to 20TB.

2TB – 20TB

SEE FEATURES

Business Storage 8-Bay Rackmount 
NAS

SEE FEATURES

NAS Pro is a complete private cloud for power 
users. Built with an Intel dual-core processor 
with businesses up to 50 employees in mind. 
Available in capacities up to a massive 30TB.

2TB – 30TB

Business Storage Windows® Server 
4-Bay NAS

SEE FEATURES

High-performance rackmount network storage 
solution for businesses with up to 250 employ-
ees, the first 1U rack to feature eight 
hot-swappable 3.5-inch drives.

8TB – 32TB

Business Storage 4-Bay Rackmount 
NAS

High-performance rackmount network storage 
solution for businesses with up to 100 employ-
ees

0TB – 16TB

Business Storage Windows® Server 
4-Bay NAS

SEE FEATURES

Integration with Windows® IT infrastructure and 
native support for Active Directory

4TB – 16TB

CONFIGURE AND BUYSEE FEATURES

👤👤

SEAGATE STORE

🔎🔎

PRODUCTS SERVICES & SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS SUPPORT PARTNERS

▾Search ␡ Shop

Seagate.com has 3 responsive web 
design breakpoints: desktop, tablet 
portrait and phone portrait. This means 
responsive design comps should be 
created and thoughtfully support each 
breakpoint.

Desktop breakpoint: ≤1200px to ≥980px width

• Design comps at full grid width = 1170px  
(on a 1200px canvas, 1170px will always be centered)

• 15px left and right margins (on a 1200px layout)

• 12 columns

• 18px gutters (18px/1170px = 1.538462%)

• 18px top margin 

Download desktop grid (AI)

12 columns/18px gutters

12 columns/
15px gutters

18px top margin

15px top margin

12px top margin

Tablet portrait breakpoint: ≥768px to ≤979px

• Design comps at full grid width = 738px  
(on a 768px canvas, 738px will always be centered)

• 15px left and right margins (on a 768px layout)

• 12 columns

• 15px gutters (15px/738px = 2.03252%)

• 15px top margin 

Download tablet portrait grid (AI)

Phone portrait breakpoint: ≤767px and narrower

Design comps on a 320px canvas. However, assets 
should be based on a 767px canvas to account for many 
smartphone widths*

• Design comps at full grid width = 300px (on a 320px 
canvas, 300px will always be centered)

• 10px left and right margins (on a 320px layout)

• 6 columns

• 12px gutters (12px/300px = 4%)

• 12px top margin 

Download phone portrait grid (AI)

6 columns/
12px gutters

1200 canvas width

768 canvas width

320 canvas width

1170 grid width

738 grid width

300 grid width

https://apps1.seagate.com/cdsso/brandingportal.jsp?locator=1&SearchType=ItemID&DocID=6179
https://apps1.seagate.com/cdsso/brandingportal.jsp?locator=1&SearchType=ItemID&DocID=6179
https://apps1.seagate.com/cdsso/brandingportal.jsp?locator=1&SearchType=ItemID&DocID=6179
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STANDARDS Online Visual Style

Seagate.com’s visual style supports our core design principles. Consider these 
specific visual techniques when creating new designs for the website.

A CLEAN, UNCLUTTERED 
APPEARANCE
Utilize flat colors and stay away from 
making too many dimensional visual 
techniques (such as harsh gradients 
and drop shadows). Use white space 
to de-clutter page layouts. Keep text 
alignments as simple as possible 
(for example, keep feature title and 
descriptor text in a single paragraph 
cluster).

HAS DEPTH WHEN NEEDED
Having flat elements doesn’t mean to 
losing dimensionality entirely. Construct 
imagery to tastefully emphasize the 
difference between a foreground and a 
background.

FLAT COLOR AESTHETIC
Keep colors flat as much as 
possible. Certain situations might 
call for dimensionality (emphasizing a 
foreground element, showing product 
depth). Take special care so that 
dimensional efforts are subtle and do 
not compete for attention. (For instance, 
do you really need drop shadows on 
a divider line when it’s already legible 
without it?)

INTENTIONAL VISUAL CUES
Be judicious in communicating what 
is emphasized and what is not. Use 
color and scale to determine hierarchy 
and simplify user interactions. This is 
especially helpful in focusing our user’s 
understanding for what are primary vs. 
secondary tasks.

SAMPLE
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STANDARDS Online Color

When considering color, a good ratio for color composition would 70% white/
neutral to 30% color. Be selective and intentional when using color in your designs. 
Only use brand colors (see page 24) when appropriate and as long as they don’t 
interfere with our design principles and user interaction.

Allow ample white space to emphasize clarity and 
legibility in readable areas.

Use accent colors to emphasize attention  
and interaction.

Use neutral colors for non-interactive text, so it’s clear 
what is clickable and what is not.

Be mindful of the color content in lifestyle 
photography that needs to fit within the overall  
color composition of a page.

Use background colors selectively to enhance 
division of information.
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STANDARDS Online Color for Text

Usage Hex Color

Normal text, content #333333

Alternate normal text, content #666666

Hint text, lighter emphasized text #999999

Ghost text #cccccc

White alternate normal text, content* #ffffff

Links, navigation #00a1dd

Out of stock, Not available, Error #ea1d2c

In stock, Available, Success #3fae49

Back order, Caution #ff8300

Preorder #005897

* To maximize text legibility for white text on colored background, add a subtle drop shadow 
with 10% opacity; text-shadow: 1px 1px 1px rgba (0, 0, 0, 0.1)

Only use Normal and Alternate normal text colors for all 
non-interactive text. Links and Navigation color should be 
reserved for text links and any interactive visual elements. DO 
NOT use link and navigation color for non-interactive text and 
elements.

Do not mix and match text colors from the table for visual 
design purposes. Each text color has a specific function.

Use this color for In stock, 
Available, Success

Use these colors for any 
readable copy that is  
NON-INTERACTIVE

Use this color only for Links 
and other INTERACTIVE 
elements
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STANDARDS Online Typography

Having too many type sizes and 
treatments can ruin any design. We 
have developed a limited typographic 
system to ensure type consistency 
across seagate.com. Combined with 
the layout grid and text color guidance, 
the sizes and treatments included in 
this system will help balance legibility, 
hierarchy and content density under 
default browsing conditions.

Type Sample Appearance
Font 
Size

Line 
Height

Font 
Size

Line 
Height

Font Face Default Font Weight Default Font Color

Headline 
Jumbo Lorem 60px 57px 33px 37px Helvetica, Arial, sans-serif 300 (Light) #333333

Headline 
Big Lorem 45px 49px 28px 30px Helvetica, Arial, sans-serif 300 (Light) #333333

H1 Lorem 40px 46px 25px 29px Helvetica, Arial, sans-serif 300 (Light) #333333

H2 Lorem ipsum 33px 37px 25px 29px Helvetica, Arial, sans-serif 300 (Light) #333333

H3 Lorem ipsum 30px 34px 22px 26px Helvetica, Arial, sans-serif 300 (Light) #333333

H4 Lorem ipsum 25px 29px 22px 27px Helvetica, Arial, sans-serif 300 (Light), 700 (Bold) #333333

H5 Lorem ipsum 22px 26px 19px 24px Helvetica, Arial, sans-serif 300 (Light), 700 (Bold) #333333

H6 Lorem ipsum 19px 24px 16px 23px Helvetica, Arial, sans-serif 400(Regular), 700 (Bold) #333333

Body Lorem ipsum 16px 23px 14px 19px Helvetica, Arial, sans-serif 400(Regular), 700 (Bold), Italic
#333333, #666666 
(when necessary)

Descriptor Lorem ipsum 13px 18px 12px 17px Helvetica, Arial, sans-serif 400(Regular), 700 (Bold), Italic
#333333, #666666 
(when necessary)

Smallcap LOREM IPSUM 12px 15px 12px 15px Helvetica, Arial, sans-serif 700 (Bold), uppercase #333333

Timestamp Lorem ipsum 11px 14px 11px 14px Helvetica, Arial, sans-serif 400 (Regular) #999999

Footer Lorem ipsum 11px 11px 11px 11px Helvetica, Arial, sans-serif 400 (Regular) #999999

Link Text Lorem ipsum varies varies varies varies Helvetica, Arial, sans-serif varies #00a1dd

Desktop Tablet/Phone

TEXT LINK INTERACTION RULE
All text links will be in the Link Text color 
(#00a1dd)

Normal state

#00a1dd 
non-underlined

Learn More

Hover state

#00a1dd 
underlined

Learn More
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STANDARDS Online Typography Use Examples

Banner type designation

1. Smallcap

2. Headline Jumbo

3. H6

Page header

1. H1

2. H6

USING DESKTOP SIZES

USING TABLET/PHONE SIZES

Banner type designation

1. Smallcap

2. Headline Big

Page header

1. H2

2. Body

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

3
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STANDARDS Online Copywriting as Content

Generally, customers who visit seagate.com via desktop, tablet or mobile phone 
should see identical messaging within the first 20 words of any given section or 
content row. This is the ideal word count for a mobile display. When the copy and 
explanation is longer (ideally 60 words in the desktop view, and 40 words in the 

tablet view), the main message will still be contained and understood within the first 
20. All effective copywriting strategies must be genuinely honed to enhance and 
complement our responsive design. 

EXAMPLE OF HOW RESPONSIVE COPYWRITING WORKS ON DESKTOP VS. TABLET VS. PHONE

Desktop feature content
First 60 words will be displayed on desktop.

Tablet feature content
First 40 words will be displayed on tablet.

Phone feature content
First 20 words will be displayed on phone.
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STANDARDS Online Copy as Navigation

READ MORE/LESS 
PROGRESSIVE ARTICLE (OPTIONAL)

USE when you have very long copy 
(>60 words on desktop, >40 words on 
tablet, >20 words on phone) that needs 
to be included but not overwhelm the 
user. Especially useful on phone layouts 
where space is severely minimized.

Add this as a text link (Read More) or 
an inviting visual icon with a [+] symbol 
to expand and, in turn, a [-] symbol to 
collapse. 

In the example above, the article has already been 
expanded so the [+] symbol has been replaced by the [-] 
symbol. The user can press this to collapse the article.

DON’T USE when word counts are 
within acceptable amounts.

READ MORE PROGRESSIVE 
DISCLOSURE (OPTIONAL)

USE when you need to de-clutter a list 
or gallery view that has more than 3 
rows. After 3 rows, include the optional 
READ MORE pattern. Be judicious on 
using this pattern, however, since not all 
list views benefit with this approach.

DON’T USE when there are less than 3 
rows viewable.

TAB NAVIGATION
USE when you have no more than 7 sub nav items to display to the user and you 
want the entire page width for content.

DON’T USE when you have more than 7 items. Instead, consider using vertical 
sub-navigation. Don’t use if you only have a single tab. This is true for dynamically 
generated navigation as well: if only one item is generated, it needs a different 
header-like treatment.)

Horizontal nav—particularly in a tab metaphor—should span no more than 80% of the page (they need a little white space to 
assist the metaphor). Divide that 80% width into the number of items you have to determine a rule of thumb for your character 
counts.
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BRAND ELEMENTS Video

Drives Compared Drive and Colors Text and Colors

Seagate Living Logo Bumper Forming Seagate Living Logo Bumper Completed

SHOOTING PROMOTIONAL VIDEO
In general, video is a constantly evolving medium with its own changing style and 
trends. At Seagate, a video shot and produced today can look very different than 
one shot and produced 6 months ago, so it may or may not have the absolute 
latest look and feel. But like all promotional materials, videos produced by Seagate 
must be of the highest quality and accurately represent the Seagate brand. Another 
criteria is that the last segment of every Seagate video must include the Seagate 
Living Logo bumper with a 5-frame fade-to-white to end each video.

These guidelines are intended to set minimum production quality standards.  
Videos that do not meet these standards will not be posted to the Seagate  
YouTube channel. 
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VideoSTANDARDS

SHOOTING VIDEO INTERVIEWS
There are many types of videos that Seagate regularly 
produces for different purposes. One of the most 
common is an interview, which requires a specific 
setup, as follows: 

• Background is to be solid white. Seagate logo will 
fade up after 8 frames. Seagate logo to remain on 
frame for 3 seconds.

• Fade to white. All title text will hold for 2 seconds 
per line of text. Helvetica Neue font is to always be 
used.

• Subject is to be positioned in right of frame. 
Interviewer should be seated left of camera.

• Title animation will enter frame within 4 seconds of 
the beginning of the interview.

• Text to include name of interviewee, company title, 
and company name. 

• Animation will hold with title for 2 seconds and 
dissolve.

• Sections within interview to be intercut with title text 
to notify the viewer of the next section.

• End of interview, subject will fade to white and logo 
will dissolve up. Logo to remain for 3 seconds and 
fade to white.

• Interviews running time should not exceed 3 minutes.

Camera Frame

Interviewer should be eye level with camera lenses. 
Interviewer should not be seen or heard within the 
video. All questions should be framed so that the topic 
will be addressed within the interviewees answer. 
Example: Interviewer, “How do you like working at 
Seagate?” Interviewee, “I like working at Seagate 
because…”

Lighting

• All interviews will have a neutral background of 
white. The subject will be lit using the lighting 
schematic illustrated on this page consisting of a 
softbox and primary light and 150 light fill.

• Background will be lit with two 1000 kilowatt soft 
lights. Background needs to be lit evenly.

• Subject needs to be 6 feet from background.

Sound

Lavalieres microphones should be used for all 
interviews. Shotgun microphone can also be used.

Camera

Seagate is using a Canon 7D camera for all interviews. 
Video footage will be shot as a flat image. Footage will 
be color graded in postproduction.

Canon 7D Camera settings are as follows:

• Peripheral Illumination Correct: Disable

• White Balance: Set to Kelvin

• Color Space: Adobe RGB

• Picture Style: Neutral

• Highlight Alert: Disable

• Image Jump: 1 image

• Auto Power Off: 8 minutes

• lCD Brightness: manual and range between 4 and 5

• Sensor Cleaning: enable

• Live View/Movie Function Settings: Stills+movie

• Movie Recording Size: 1920x1080 24fps

• Sound Recording: Auto

• Exposure: 1/3 stop

• Image Highlight Tone Priority: Disable

• Image and Lighting Optimization: Disable

• High ISO Speed Noise Reduction: Disable

• Shutter Speed: 40

• 48ISO: 800

Lighting Schematic

64"

64"

94"

48"

48"

Flolight 1K

Fill light

3 banks on

White 

Backdrop

Interviewee

Flolight 1K

Fill light

3 banks on

Round diffusion

Arri 150 light

CTB 20" high

Softbox 76" high

CTB on both lights

Canon 7D camera

5MM lens

F5.6

Daylight white balanced 5200
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BRAND PORTAL
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Overview and AccessBRAND PORTAL

The Brand Portal is an asset management system in which all Seagate audiences 
can access the materials and tools needed to market and sell our products. It plays 
a critical role among all internal organizations and is ingrained in many processes, 
such as brand training and education, collateral translation and distribution, and 
product launch process, as well as campaign and asset sharing.

ACCESSING THE SEAGATE BRAND PORTAL
You can access the Brand Portal directly through  
https://branding.seagate.com with a specific login, or through a link on our various 
intranet sites.

• SPP

• Seagate Direct

• my.seagate.com

If you are unsure of your login username and password, please contact your 
Seagate business partner for support.
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HomepageBRAND PORTAL

BRAND PORTAL AREAS OF INTEREST
1. Newly Updated Content – Here you can find the most recently updated content 

available on the Brand Portal.

2. Marketing Kits – Marketing kits are normally product- specific and are 
conveniently bundled for ease of use and download. Most marketing kits 
will contain assets such as drive images, product launch creative, marketing 
bulletins, banners, product/service overviews, data sheets, and any related 
videos or other useful assets for that product.

3. Region and Language Selection – By selecting a region and/or language, you can 
easily filter out unwanted assets and view only assets available in your desired 
search.

4. Search Options – There are many ways you can search for assets on the Brand 
Portal. The most popular is by key word, for instance, Desktop SSHD data sheet. 
You may also search by application, product, asset type, or a combination of 
more than one of those search capabilities.

5. Quick Links – Choose the asset type to expand and choose from a list of options.

6. Feedback – Having trouble? Fill out the easy-to-use feedback form and get help 
locating an asset or offer feedback on your user experience to help us make 
improvements.

7. Shopping Cart – When downloading multiple assets, simply click on the 
shopping cart once all items are selected, for one, easy download.

2

7

3 1

4

5

6
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EXAMPLES
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Living LogoEXAMPLES

The Idea: Data isn’t just what Seagate does, it’s who we are. The Living Logo 
stores, accesses, and displays data streams from around the world, powerfully 
showcasing how Seagate is about archiving, activating and bringing data to life.

The Seagate Living Logo is the world’s first patent-pending logo – using several 
APIs available for it, you can include content from popular sites such as Twitter, 
Instagram, The New York Times and others. Data isn’t just what inspires Seagate, 
it’s the core of everything we do and everything you create.

It’s a big story – and Seagate is asserting itself in a powerful new way.
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EXAMPLES Wireless Photography

Seagate Wireless is a personal cloud product that offers wi-fi support for up to 
seven devices, cloud storage capability, and automatic synchronization with 
services such as Dropbox or Google Drive. It enables users to create a personal 
cloud storage space to store their favorite movies, music, photos and documents. 
They can then access these files from the cloud anytime, even when offline. The 
campaign provides a full range of multi-media marketing assets to illustrate how 
Wireless helps people connect with their digital data. Vibrant and colorful imagery, 
as well as easy to understand graphics bring the campaign to life.
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Personal Cloud CampaignEXAMPLES

A personal cloud is a collection of digital content and services that users can 
access from any device. The Seagate Personal Cloud Marketing Campaign 
describes this idea with a focus on Seagate products that facilitate creation of 
space for people to store and access their favorite digital content from all their 
devices in a single, secure storage solution. The campaign includes a wide range of 
digital, print, and in-store retail marketing assets that bring the user experience to 
life. Rich, vibrant images and easy to understand use cases showcase how people 
enjoy and connect with their digital data every day.

Web Page Print Ad

Video
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